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Short Bios
Creating
 Olaf Kellerhoff is said to be a creative mind. A passionate photographer since he was twelve, later professionalized through an apprenticeship, he was always creating something new. Whether he was writing books, reorganizing an office or designing furniture at home and renovating the house.  Not surprisingly, his preferred facilitation method soon became Lego® Serious Play®.
In 2020, he set up his own business as an executive coach and strategic consultant with 3C - Coaching. Previously, he managed the foreign offices of the Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom in Morocco as well as Pakistan, and in the meantime he was head of department responsible for the foundation's activities in Asia and human rights worldwide. Olaf Kellerhoff studied Islamic and political science in Hamburg. The German Armed Forces sent the paratrooper in various capacities to Somalia, Kosovo, Afghanistan and Lebanon. Before that, he worked as a journalist for five years. 
Now a life designer, he lives in Berlin, is married and has two children. He blogs regularly on create-consult.coach about Creating - Consulting - Coaching and on theworkshopleader.com about workshop facilitation. 
Consulting 
Olaf Kellerhoff's Hogan Assessment identifies strategic thinking as one of his strengths. Supported by officer training, he strategically realigned the foreign offices in Pakistan and Morocco of the Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom in particular.  In doing so, he advised partners, political parties and civil society organizations on stringent visions for the future and resulting
In 2020, he turned this passion into a profession by establishing 3C - Coaching as a strategic consultant and executive coach. Olaf Kellerhoff studied Islamic and political science in Hamburg. The German Armed Forces sent the paratrooper in various capacities to Somalia, Kosovo, Afghanistan and Lebanon. Before that, he worked as a journalist for five years. 
He currently lives in Berlin, is married and has two children. He blogs regularly on create-consult.coach about creating - consulting - coaching and on theworkshopleader.com about workshop facilitation. 
Coaching
Olaf Kellerhoff has always supported and advised friends and colleagues in their personal development. He turned this gift and passion into a profession as a coach in 2020. He founded 3C - Coaching after completing several coach trainings since 2018. Based on his own life experience, he focuses on executives living abroad (expat executives). 
Previously, he managed the foreign offices of the Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom in Morocco as well as Pakistan and was in the meantime responsible for the Foundation's activities in Asia and human rights worldwide as Head of Unit. Olaf Kellerhoff studied Islamic and political science in Hamburg. The German Armed Forces sent the paratrooper in various capacities to Somalia, Kosovo, Afghanistan and Lebanon. Before that, he worked as a journalist for five years. 
As a life and business coach, he currently lives in Berlin. He is married and has two children. He blogs regularly on create-consult.coach about Creating - Consulting - Coaching and on theworkshopleader.com about workshop facilitation.
Workshop-Moderation
An enthusiastic participant in continuing education courses himself, Olaf Kellerhoff began early on to inspire others with presentations and workshops. During his studies, he helped other students as a tutor and, together with fellow student Tanja Strube, wrote a handbook on the subject ("Ich will Prof sein anstelle des Profs"). Working with the Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom in adult education, he developed his own Train the Trainers (ToT) concept and published the 400-page facilitator manual ("ToM Raiders' Treasure Chest"). 
Already in 2014, he created the platform for facilitators (theworkshopleader.com). In 2020 he started his own business as a coach, leadership trainer and facilitator with 3C - Coaching. Previously, he managed the foreign offices of the Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom in Morocco as well as Pakistan and was in the meantime responsible for the activities of the foundation in Asia and human rights worldwide as head of department. Olaf Kellerhoff studied Islamic and political science in Hamburg. The German Armed Forces sent the paratrooper in various capacities to Somalia, Kosovo, Afghanistan and Lebanon. Before that, he worked as a journalist for five years. 
As a life and business coach, he currently lives in Berlin. He is married and has two children. He blogs regularly on theworkshopleader.com about workshop facilitation and on create-consult.coach about Creating - Consulting - Coaching.
Expat-Leben
At the age of three, Olaf Kellerhoff ran away for the first time and was only picked up again a few kilometers away. The first bicycle tour alone at the age of twelve was to be followed by a motorcycle trip through the Middle East lasting several months. His first foreign assignment with the German Armed Forces in Somalia (1993) was followed by others in Kosovo, Afghanistan and Lebanon. He began his studies of Islamic Studies in Morocco and continued them in Hamburg - including internships abroad. The Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom sent him to Pakistan for five years and to Morocco for four years. In the meantime, he was responsible for the foundation's activities in Asia and human rights worldwide as head of department.
In 2020, Olaf Kellerhoff set up his own business as an executive coach and strategic consultant with 3C - Coaching. Even before his studies, he worked as a journalist for five years. Now he lives in Berlin, is married and has two children. He blogs regularly on create-consult.coach theworkshopleader.com about workshop facilitation. With the podcast "Expat-Leben" now advises on working abroad and always presents exciting expat curricula.  
